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A Multi-Channel 
Community Built 
Around Personal 

Style and 
Self-Expression

At Domino, we celebrate paint colors 
and cabinet finishes just as much as 
the trip (or coffee-table book or ’70s 
movie) that inspired them. 

That’s because we know that behind every cool home is 
an even cooler person. Our home tours, renovations, and 
design projects introduce you to talented creatives, 
emerging designers, and industry pros, and show you how 
they customize their spaces to be a true reflection of their 
worlds. Sometimes those tastemakers are Domino editors 
themselves. We let you in on everything from the next 
big tile trends to the perfect curvy sofa (and where to get 
it on sale) so you can bring your style home.
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4M
Monthly Uniques

4M
Social Followers
Engaged across Instagram, 
Facebook, Pinterest and 
Twitter

80% consumer / 20% 
design trade

550K
Email Subscribers
Loyal Domino subscribers 
with high engagement 

1M
Podcast Downloads
Design Time: The Rebellious 
Ones

Our 
Reach
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Our Audience
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62% Homeowners 47% Have Children

HHI Index

132

$100-150K

165

150K+

39%
Male

61%
Female

24%
55+

30%
18-34

46%
35-54

Age



43%
Have purchased 
something 
recommended by a 
Domino editor in the 
last yearO
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80/20
Consumer / Design 
Trade Split

87%
Of readers agree that 
Domino 
recommends a 
curated selection of 
products they trust

Renovation-Minded

45%
Of readers plan  to start a 

renovation, remodel or new 
construction project in the next 12 

months

High Net Worth

$100K+
43% of readers have an 

estimated net worth of $100K+



The Domino 
Network

Domino.com
Your daily inspiration source 
to celebrate the place that 
forms you first–home. 

Domino Social
Our suite of social platforms 
reaching over 4M users. 

Domino Creative 
Services
Full-service custom 
integrated marketing 
development and content 
studio. 

Domino Brand 
Licensing 
Media/Product/Content 
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Design Inspiration
Cool homes, from teeny-tiny rentals to country 
castles, and the people who live there.

Renovation
If you’ve ever wanted to refresh a room but weren’t 
sure where to start, our before-and-afters and DIY 
projects have you covered, step by step.

Style & Shopping
Think of us as your own personal shopping concierge. 
We do the deep-dive research and hands-on testing, so 
all you have to do is hit ‘add to cart.’

Housekeeping
Organization methods, storage solutions, and 
cleaning hacks that actually work—and that you’ll still 
be using post-January.

Lifestyle
We’ve got the entertaining ideas and travel 
recommendations for an entire lifestyle (not just 
furniture!) that inspires and energizes.
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Design 
Inspiration

Home Tours
Design by Room
Color & Paint
Plants

Franchises:
Cover Story

Renovation
Style & 
Shopping Housekeeping Lifestyle
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Before & Afters
DIYS & How-Tos
Hacks

Franchises:
Renovator’s Notebook

Features & Interviews
New & Trends
Product Reviews
Shopping Guides

Franchises:
Gift Guides
Ask a Shopkeeper
Nice Work!
Friday Faves

Cleaning
Organization
Storage

Entertaining
Holidays
Real Estate
Travel
Wellness

Franchises:
Wish You Were Here



Domino Good Design Awards

Q1: Organization Heroes
The key to breaking any bad habit, messiness included, is consistency. And the key to consistency 
is making your organizing routine easy enough that you don’t dread doing it. With that in mind, 
we’re sharing first-person recommendations for genius organizing and storage hacks, from using a 
desk organizer in your closet to a no-fail decluttering strategy.

DOMINO MAGAZINE
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uarterly Tentpoles

Q2: Homes Away From Home
Sure, you can check the ratings on a vacation rental, but the only real way to know if it will live up 
to your expectations is a recommendation from someone you know and trust. In this package, we 
roundup the best vacation rentals according to cool creatives who’ve actually stayed there. 
What’s the quality of the sheets on the beds? Is it right around the corner from the buzziest decor 
shop? We spare no design detail.

Q2: No-Reno Renos, Kitchen Edition
Who says you have to completely demo your space (not to mention your budget) to make it 
yours? In this package, we highlight total kitchen transformations without ever lifting a 
sledgehammer, highlighting the power of paint, fixtures, and a little elbow grease.

An annual interactive digital destination that highlights our favorite furniture launches, the 
cookware we couldn’t take off our stovetops, and more of the year’s top products across six 
categories: furniture, kitchen + dining, lighting + appliances, soft goods, and decor. A panel of 
esteemed guest editors helps us narrow down the winners.



Editorial
Franchises
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In Domino’s design-focused leading franchise, 
Renovator’s Notebook, homeowners open up about 

the nitty-gritty of their remodels. Through 
serviceable takeaways and custom designed visuals, 

we’re showcasing how long our featured projects 
really took, how much they actually cost, what went 

wrong, and what went wonderfully, 
it’s-all-worth-it-in-the-end right.

Digital, Video, Social + Custom Sponsorship Opportunities Available
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Visiting a person’s workspace is like taking a peek 
inside their brain. Whether it’s at home or in an art 
studio, Nice Work explores where creative people 
do all of their, well, creating—so that you can steal 

their on-the-clock style.

Digital, Video, Social + Custom Sponsorship Opportunities Available
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Nice

Work!



Editor-approved products are part of Domino’s 
DNA, and every year, we curate the best holiday 

gifts for every person, budget, and style. Our annual 
editors’ picks gift guide is a stand-out event for 

readers and the brands we feature.

Digital, Video, Social + Custom Sponsorship Opportunities Available
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Gift
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Team Domino’s days are punctuated by scouting 
new talent, attending market appointments, and 
scrolling Instagram in an effort to unearth the 

products, people, and news our readers actually 
need to know. In our weekly column Friday Faves, 
our editors share the design world favorites they’re 

currently excited about.

Digital, Video, Social + Custom Sponsorship Opportunities Available
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From dreamy decor to top-notch amenities, our 
Wish You Were Here series is your first-class ticket 

to the most design-driven getaways around the 
world. Whether you’re looking to steal away for a 

few days or just steal a few ideas for back home (we 
encourage both, for the record), check out where 

we’re checking in.

Digital, Video, Social + Custom Sponsorship Opportunities Available
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Custom Content Engaging storytelling through the Domino Editorial 
lens, creative asset production, talent collaboration 
and more

Design Time 
Podcast

Full season, mini season and single episode 
sponsorships available

Experiential Stylish, immersive, and fully-shoppable experiences 
that bring your brand to life. In person, virtual, panels, 
and more

Social Branded stories, in-feed posts, custom  reels, and 
Domino-designed ads to reach users where they are 
looking for inspiration

Email Dedicated, shoppable and custom templates 
available
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Our most premium content experience 
leverages interactive technology, 
custom-shot photography, engaging 
video, shoppable hotspots, animations 
and more.  Amplified by a robust social 
and email promotional package.

Custom 
Content

DOMINO MAGAZINE
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This season of Domino’s Design Time 
podcast goes deep with design 
rebels—people who aren’t necessarily in 
the interiors world, but have a specific 
point of view on how our world should 
look and feel.

Through her candid and upbeat 
interviews, Domino deputy editor Julie 
Vadnal invites her guests, from Ellen van 
Dusen to Seth Rogen, to explain  how 
they see the world a little bit differently, 
and why listeners should adopt a rebel 
attitude, too. Because 2023 marks the 
end of people-pleasing, and the start of 
embracing what you love.

Full or Mini Season Sponsorships 
Available

Design Time
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Podcast



Domino’s Creative Studio understands 
the power of beautiful imagery, personal 
style, and engaging storytelling—for 
decades, that’s been at the core of 
our DNA.

Our never-ending commitment to 
aesthetics and thoughtful style 
execution has the ability to shift 
purchasing power, consumer behavior, 
and brand perception beyond standard 
production houses.

Custom Video
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Our most engaged Email templates are 
sent to 550K+ loyal Domino subscribers, 
putting your brand front and center with 
100% Ownership, Shoppable Product 
Links and more.
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We create stylish, immersive, and 
fully-shoppable experiences that bring 
your brand to life. From month-long 
pop-up stores to intimate virtual 
discussions, we conceptualize and 
produce events consumers want to 
attend, shop, and share. 

Experiential

MEDIA KIT 2023

Virtual 
In-Store 
Pop-Up 
Dinner
Panel 
Instagram Live



We’re devoted to understanding our 
audience. From brand perception 
studies to trend reports and editorial 
focus groups, we help brands uncover 
proprietary and behavioral insights to 
optimize their programs.

Research
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and Homebodies

Brand Perception Studies
Brand Lift Studies 
Subscriber Surveys
Editorial Focus Groups 
Trend Reports 
Market Research Studies
A/B Testing



The Domino Affiliate program leverages 
affiliate linking to deliver measurable 

engagement with brand products 
across our channels.

Domino will integrate your brand into a 
prominent product round-up article, 

providing unprecedented, top-of-mind 
status with the Domino editorial team 

and guaranteed editorial integration. 
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Affiliate



Let’s Work Together!




